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Discovered? Nothing was “discovered” yet. There is no evidence at all of the influence of the Moon phases to the Polar Vortex.

"On paper we talk about the Polar Vortex, but is intuitive to understand that the change in gravitational force has an impact on the Polar Jet Stream, changing accordingly the delimitation of the Vortex Polare.alle various latitudes, so was perplexed and surprised by this his reply"

Indeed, I am perplexed and surprised to see this kind of comments without even an acceptable level of English. The paper, as pointed out in other comments, contains serious flaws both in statistics and basic physics. Moreover, you can’t base your un-proven theories on assumptions ("but is intuitive to understand ..."): if you want to be taken seriously, you should back your claims with solid evidence and here there is nothing of it.
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